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GCOS Progress: Improving global climate observations 
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ECV Inventory: 
The Architecture 
for Climate 
Monitoring 
from Space in 
Action 

• First Regional workshop held 
in Fiji for Pacific Island States 

• Working group in Lightning 
starts work 

• Working group on GCOS 
Reference Surface Network 
meets for first time 

• Weather radar data for 
climate 

• Review of ocean observing 
systems 



A GCOS Surface Reference Network 

• A Reference Network 
• Is traceable to an internationally accepted standard and has a 

comprehensive uncertainty analysis and is validated; 
• Is documented in accessible literature and Includes complete 

metadata description 
• Will measure temperature and precipitation and a range of other 

surface ECVs 
• May be based on existing networks such as the US Climate 

Reference Network and the Cryonet sites from WMO GCW 

Improved long-term accuracy, stability and  
comparability of observations. 

• Aims 
• To  achieve simultaneous high-quality observations of many ECVs 
• Provide reference data to constrain and calibrate more spatially comprehensive observing systems.  

 



















But then……  Day 2! 



Define the measurement requirements of the station, including uncertainty and traceability 
Define the calibration and maintenance requirements 
Define the infrastructure requirements of the station 
Define the data requirements of the station 
Define the local management requirements and skill requirements 
 
No predefined set of stations but a vision of global coverage, maximum number of stations, representation of 
different climatic zones. Need to articulate the stakeholder needs and the priority questions that need to be 
addressed 
 
Need to identify a Lead Centre (s) 
 
Define the centralised management, infrastructure, data processing, data policy, station/data monitoring, outreach 
 
Funded and managed cooperation mechanism to support ‘least developed countries’ in the implementation of 
stations (new or upgrade) and ongoing operations. Trust fund, twining. 
 
Invite Member countries to nominate candidate stations to the GSRN and have a robust selection criteria 
 
 
ABOVE can be based on the GRUAN document GCOS-112 but will need extensive revision 
 
 

GSRN Design Principles 





 
Summary  

 

• First Task Team Meeting was a successful meeting of the minds with some basic 
agreements to requirements, design principles, diversity of areas observed, and ECVs.  

• Builds on an initial whitepaper, now Thorne et al. (2018) accepted for publication that 
gives us a firm underlying scientific foundation.  

• Use existing reference observing systems (GRUAN and USCRN) as a model to begin from.  

• Draft a “GCOS-112-like” document to give the GSRN a firm technical foundation – this was 
successful for the GRUAN and we believe will serve a possible GSRN very well. May also 
help to consider regular in-person meetings on an annual basis once we have that in 
hand.  

• A number of related near-term activities over the next year, to be reported out at APOC-
24, will be undertaken.  

• This is not a small effort, nor is there any thought that this will be easy to do. There are 
many obstacles in the way.  

• The job of this Task Team is to provide the documentation and work necessary to WMO 
members to decide if this is indeed something that the global climate community wants 
to take on.  

• The Task Team will do its best to deliver on the charter for the Task Team as laid out by the 
AOPC with a final deliverable by AOPC-25 in 2020.  
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